
NEWS FROM THE NEST:   Principal’s eNews for February 18, 2021 

IN PERSON LEARNING IS BACK! 

One of the joys of my job as principal is interacting with children.  They are so unique and naturally 

hilarious! 

They did such a great job meeting their teacher and doing their best to follow the new rules which is great 

considering that half of them had never been to school at Audubon before.  I am so happy that they are 

here! 

PARENT PICK UP CHANGES 

Tomorrow, we will be shortening the pick up area for children so pick up will begin after the parking lot 

crosswalk (front of the school).  Trying to pick up children along a curved area isn’t ideal and makes it hard 

for students to spot their parent’s car.  Please remember to pull all the way forward.  Also as a reminder, 

we would like parents to stay in their vehicles for everyone’s safety. 

GREAT JOB WITH ATTESTATION FORMS 

Thank you parents for having your child’s attestation forms in hand or in the safety sleeve on their 

backpack. We will be getting more and more efficient in moving students, so your help in having forms 

ready to review is greatly appreciated! 

SNACKS REMINDER 

When sending a snack with your child, the best type of snack is easy to take out and eat.  Things like apple 

slices or crackers require no extra assembly and since recess follows immediately after, we really want to 

maximize the time they have to play and run around since they do have to sit in one space for long 

periods of time. 

GREAT CARE 

We realize that it is a great gift to work with your child and as someone who was here all throughout the 

day, I want you to know that this staff takes that responsibility very seriously.  They put initial plans in 

place and have already adjusted their practice to make things flow better and to make things safer and 

more efficient.  It is great to work with such fine professionals. 

IT WAS NICE TO MEET SOME OF YOU! 

The first day of school, especially for kindergarten parents can be bittersweet as you send your ‘baby’ into 

the new world of in-person school.  I saw lots of ‘smiling eyes’ from parents and children before, during 

and after school.  It was nice to finally meet some of you in-person.  And we get to do it all over again 

tomorrow—how cool is that! 

Sincerely, 

J. ‘Kimo’ Spray, Principal, Audubon Elementary 


